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AutoCAD is the main product of the AutoCAD engineering group, which also includes Navisworks, Inventor, and OnShape. AutoCAD has been used by millions of professionals worldwide. It is the second-most-popular piece of computer software after Microsoft Office. The software was originally named MicroStation until 2005, when it was renamed to AutoCAD. Many companies have released special AutoCAD versions for specific markets,
including AutoCAD LT, a version targeted towards small- and medium-sized businesses. AutoCAD Web, AutoCAD WPS and AutoCAD RP are web-based versions of AutoCAD designed to provide users with the same level of functionality as the desktop versions. Autodesk also sells the subscription version of AutoCAD, which provides users with an unlimited number of annual licenses and continued access to updates. The subscription model

replaces the annual license model. The subscription model offers benefits to users and Autodesk by letting them pay for the software only once a year and minimizing the need for additional software purchases. In 2017, the publisher ArchiCAD has launched a campaign for its AutoCAD-compatible 3D architectural modeling app CITE.CAD to be used with Autodesk software. History [ edit ] Autodesk introduced AutoCAD to the world on the Atari ST
in 1982. Since then, AutoCAD has gone through several changes and different product versions. Starting in 1986, AutoCAD also included 2D drafting features. In 1991, AutoCAD first released on the Macintosh platform. AutoCAD 2000 was the first software release that brought true multi-user design functionality to the product. Today, the product can be accessed through the web and mobile devices. Several versions have been released since 1990.

These include AutoCAD 13, AutoCAD 2002, AutoCAD 2003, AutoCAD 2004, AutoCAD 2008, AutoCAD 2010, AutoCAD LT 2012, AutoCAD Web 2017, and AutoCAD RP 2018. AutoCAD's development team and overall user base grew tremendously as more users adopted AutoCAD for its ability to create detailed models that could be used for producing detailed documentation. AutoCAD's key strength has been its ability to create a complete set
of 3D models from 2D drawings. The major changes between AutoCAD versions are shown below. The feature table is by no means exhaustive.
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References External links Category:3D graphics software Category:Autodesk Category:Computer-aided design software Category:Computer-aided design software for Windows Category:Computer-aided design software for Windows Mobile Category:Computer-aided design software for Linux Category:Computer-aided design software for MacOS Category:Computer-aided design software for iOS Category:Computer-aided design software for
Android Category:Computer-related introductions in 1982 Category:1982 software Category:Software using the LGPL licenseThis invention relates to method and apparatus for the in situ fixation and consolidation of geotechnical materials and in particular to methods and apparatus for underground fixation of geotechnical materials such as in-situ grouting techniques. A wide variety of materials are buried underground in various formations including

rocks, sand and earth and the like. These materials are often buried in such a manner that they are not accessible and therefore cannot be inspected and treated in a known manner. For example, in the mining industry, coal or other similar materials are frequently buried in loose or in a granular or crushed state. Such materials may have to be brought to the surface for treatment. It is also known to treat various materials which are in a hard state such as by
crushing. In underground blasting operations, for example, explosives are used to break up the rock which is then crushed and removed to the surface where it can be treated. In underground mining operations, the coal or other material is crushed and broken up prior to mining of the ore by blasting operations. Generally, the treated underground material is very large in volume and must be separated from the untreated material. In many mining
operations, the mined material is not separated and is disposed of as a waste material. It is desirable to treat the waste material to reduce its volume and increase the useful life of the waste material before it is brought to the surface. The treatment of such waste materials is often carried out by a combination of comminution and compaction processes to reduce the size and increase the density of the waste material. It is also known to improve the

treatment by the use of grout in the comminution or compaction operations. The grout is usually a material which hardens and fills the spaces between the particles of the waste material. The grout will be selected and designed depending on the characteristics of the material being treated and the type of operation to be carried out a1d647c40b
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Click Add New. In the Add New: Architectural Elements window, select an element that you want to add to the drawing. Click the Element button. Select Line from the Element Types drop-down list. Type a name for the element in the Name text box. Click OK. In the drawing, double-click the new element to select it. This procedure illustrates how to add an object to the drawing. This procedure is covered in greater detail in the How to add an
element, section of this guide. How to use the tutorial On the Autodesk Autocad tutorial: Select Autocad tutorial, from the AutoCAD Help menu, or choose the more tutorial link in the Help window. The Autocad tutorial opens. The tutorial opens the first section, Selecting Objects. This section shows you how to select existing objects to work with and how to create new ones. Click the Next button ( ). The next section in the tutorial, Shape selection,
begins. The first shape is displayed in the drawing. Click the Select button. The Select shape dialog box opens. Select the rectangle shape. The drawing window shows the rectangle. Click Add to add the rectangle to the current drawing. Continue selecting shapes until you have added all the objects you want to use in the tutorial. Click the Next button ( ). The tutorial then continues with the next section in the tutorial, Tracing. This section illustrates how
to trace the elements you added. Click the Continue button. In the drawing, select the red line (RS[1]) and press Enter. In the Layer dialog box, set the layer to 0. In the Drawing Utilities window, select the Pick Up tool. Click the Picking Point in the Drawing Picking Point Control panel. Move the cursor to the red line (RS[1]). Click the Line tool. Click the Line button. In the Type list box, select the solid line type (Use style from layer ). In the drawing,
the cursor changes to a dashed line, indicating that the solid line is selected. Select a stroke weight of 5 points. Click the Solid button. In the Type list box, select the dashed line type (Use style from layer ). In the drawing, the cursor changes to a dashed line, indicating that the dashed line is selected. Select a stroke weight of

What's New in the?

Rapidly send and incorporate feedback into your designs. Import feedback from printed paper or PDFs and add changes to your drawings automatically, without additional drawing steps. (video: 1:15 min.) Manage Complex Assembly Designs: Expertly create and manage assemblies based on millions of parts, even with complex designs. Use a variety of robust features, including ganging, centerline management, multiple views, multilevel layouts, tiling,
and layering to create precisely engineered assemblies. Create these features in a single drawing with no code or customizations. Simplify your work with the new Assembly Entity and Assembly Entity Wizard. Create these features in a single drawing with no code or customizations. Simplify your work with the new Assembly Entity and Assembly Entity Wizard. Multicolor Grids and Levels: Create multicolor levels in a single drawing. Select colors and
create your own levels in a few easy steps. Create multicolor levels in a single drawing. Select colors and create your own levels in a few easy steps. Visible Custom Properties: Apply a custom property to a drawing, and its visibility can be managed from one screen. Give dimensioned properties a visibility to control their visibility. Apply a custom property to a drawing, and its visibility can be managed from one screen. Give dimensioned properties a
visibility to control their visibility. Improved Tilt and Stretch Tools: Apply a tilt or stretch to a text string to see how it will look on any dimension. Generate the string in AutoCAD, and view a reference image in Illustrator. Apply a tilt or stretch to a text string to see how it will look on any dimension. Generate the string in AutoCAD, and view a reference image in Illustrator. Automatic Dimensioning: Generate a dimensioned text string with individual
commands in one step. Apply it automatically to any object on any path. Generate a dimensioned text string with individual commands in one step. Apply it automatically to any object on any path. Visual Flow Tools: Convert a flow path into a single shape for easier editing. Edit the flow path and convert it back to a polyline. Convert a flow path into a single shape for easier editing. Edit the flow path and convert it back to a
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System Requirements:

Nvidia: Intel, AMD, and Nvidia laptops with at least a GTX 460 or better, or a quad-core CPU and a GTX 660 or better are recommended. 4GB RAM A stable Internet connection A 150MB-1GB Internet connection (for playing full-screen games) Set the game's resolution to at least 1920 x 1080 Minimum recommended specs: Intel Core i5 NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 A 150MB-1GB
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